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Abstract. We express the cohomology of the complement of a real subspace arrangement of di-
agonal linear subspaces in terms of the Betti numbers of a minimal free resolution. This leads to
formulas for the cohomology in some cases, and also to a cohomology vanishing theorem valid for
all arrangements.
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1. Introduction

ConsiderRn with coordinates given byu1, . . . , un. A linear subspace of the form
ui1 = · · · = uis is called adiagonal subspace. In this paper we study arrangements
of diagonal subspaces calleddiagonal arrangements(or hypergraph arrangements
according to other authors).

The following problem has been of interest:

PROBLEM 1.1. Compute the cohomology of the complementMA := Rn −A of
an arrangementA of linear subspaces.

The usual approach to computing the cohomology H∗(MA; k) is to

• compute the homology of lower intervals in theintersection latticeLA (see
Section 5) using techniques such asnonpure shellability, and then
• apply a result of Goresky and MacPherson [GM] (or further refinements such

as [ZZ, SWe]) which expresses H∗(MA) in terms of this data.

See [Bj] for a nice survey of the subject of subspace arrangements. The goal in this
paper is to bring to bear algebraic techniques to attack Problem 1.1 for the diagonal
arrangements. We will use the following construction.
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100 IRENA PEEVA ET AL.

CONSTRUCTION 1.2. LetS = k[x1, . . . , xn] be the polynomial ring over a
field k. Let I be amonomial ideal in S, i.e. an ideal generated by monomials.
It has a unique set of minimal generating monomials, and among these let the
squarefreemonomials bem1, . . . , ms . For a squarefree monomialm, letUm be the
intersection of the hyperplanesup = uq for monomialsxpxq dividing mi . Define
thecanonical arrangementAI associated toI to be the union of the diagonal linear
subspacesUmi , i = 1,2, . . . , s. For example, ifI = (x4

1, x1x3, x3x
2
4, x2x3x4) ⊂

k[x1, x2, x3, x4] thenAI := {u1 = u3} ∪ {u2 = u3 = u4}.

For every diagonal arrangementA there exists an idealI such thatA = AI .
The squarefree generators ofI are uniquely determined by the subspaces inA; the
nonsquarefree generators can be chosen arbitrarily.

Furthermore, the homology Tor groups TorS/I
∗ (k, k) can be computed from the

minimal free resolution ofk overS/I . SinceS/I carries a naturalNn-grading, this
resolution may also be chosenNn-graded, and for a monomialxα = xα1

1 · · · xαnn we
denote by TorS/Ii (k, k)α or TorS/Ii (k, k)xα theα-graded piece of TorS/Ii (k, k). 2
Our algebraic approach to solving Problem 1.1 is based upon the following:

THEOREM 1.3. Let I be a monomial ideal inS = k[x1, . . . , xn], and AI its
canonical arrangement. ThenHi(MAI

; k ) ∼= TorS/In−i ( k, k )x1···xn.

Note that in Construction 1.2 there is a huge choice of adding nonsquarefree
monomials in the idealI without changing the canonical arrangementAI . This
is possible because the nonsquarefree monomials do not affect the multidegree
x1 · · · xn component of the Tor groups used in Theorem 1.3. Having such choice of
the generators ofI is very beneficial: for example for ther-equal arrangement in
Example 3.3 the choice allows to takeI equal to a power of the maximal ideal (for
which the Tor-groups are well known).

The numbers dimkTorS/In−i (k, k) are the ranks of the free modules in the minimal
free resolution ofk over S/I , and are called theBetti numbersof k. Thus, The-
orem 1.3 links the Betti numbers ofMAI

andk. The theorem is proved in Section 2,
using the Bar resolution ofk to compute TorS/I∗ (k, k) and relying on a specific
geometric realization ofMAI

. In Section 3 we demonstrate some applications of
the theorem. An example is given which shows how dimkH∗(MA; k) can depend
upon the characteristic of the fieldk. We also comment there that the theorem opens
up the possibility to compute cohomology in specific examples by the computer the
algebra packages MACAULAY and MACAULAY 2.

In Section 4 we introducestable diagonal arrangementsmotivated by the fact
that the minimal free resolutions of stable ideals are well known. For such ar-
rangements H∗(MA) is explicitly computed in Theorem 4.2. This class includes the
r-equal arrangementsAn,r , for which we are able to further refine our results and
describe the action of the symmetric group on H∗(MAn,r

;C) (Theorem 4.4). The
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COHOMOLOGY OF REAL DIAGONAL SUBSPACE ARRANGEMENTS VIA RESOLUTIONS 101

r-equal arrangements have received much attention recently (see [Bj, BLY, BWe,
Ko, SWa, SWe]). The proofs of Example 3.3 and Theorem 4.4 are entirely based
on the algebraic approach and do not make use of the combinatorially established
properties ofAn,r .

Section 5 is inspired by a result of Backelin and Eisenbud et al. on the rate of
growth of TorS/I∗ (k, k) based on the minimum degree of minimal generators forI .
We prove a sharp lower bound for the vanishing of the homology of the intersection
lattice of an arbitrary arrangement of linear subspaces in a vector space, based on
the minimum codimension of the maximal subspaces (Theorem 5.2).

2. Resolutions

In this section we prove Theorem 1.3 and discuss some consequences.

Proof of Theorem1.3. The first part of the proof is a computation of Betti
numbers by the Bar resolution. This idea has already been applied in [HRW1,
Thm. 3.1] and [PRS]. We present it in detail for the purposes of keeping this paper
self-contained, and we recapitulate the argument in a slightly different form here.

DenoteR = S/I . In order to compute TorR∗ (k, k), we resolvek as a trivial
R-modulek = R/(x1, . . . , xn) using the Bar resolution [Ma, Sect. IV.5]:

B : · · · → Bi → · · · → B1→ B0→ k→ 0.

This is a free resolution in whichBi is the freeR-module having basis indexed
by all symbols[m1|m2| · · · |mi] wheremj , j = 1, . . . , i, are monomials inR. We
interpret this symbol as 0 if any of the monomialsmj lies in I . The differential
di:Bi → Bi−1 is definedR-linearly by

di[m1|m2| · · · |mi]
= m1[m2| · · · |mi] +

∑
16j6i−1

(−1)j [m1| · · · |mj ·mj+1| · · · |mi].

The free resolutionB is far from minimal. To compute TorR∗ (k, k), we tensorB
with k, and then take the homology.B ⊗R k is a complex ofk-vector spaces with
differential

di[m1|m2| · · · |mi] =
∑

16j6i−1

(−1)j [m1| · · · |mj ·mj+1| · · · |mi].

Notice thatdi preserves the product
∏
i mi of the monomials appearing in square

brackets, i.e. it preserves theNn-grading. This means thatB ⊗R k decomposes as
a direct sum of chain complexes(B ⊗R k)α for α ∈ Nn, and TorR∗ (k, k)α is the
homology of the chain complex(B⊗R k)α.
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102 IRENA PEEVA ET AL.

For xα = x1 · · · xn, the chain complex(B ⊗R k)x1...xn = (B ⊗R k)α may be
further identified with the (augmented) relative chain complex for a certain pair
of cell complexes which we now describe. Consider the decomposition ofRn into
cones of various dimensions by the union of all hyperplanes of the formui = uj ,
i.e. the classicalbraid arrangementof TypeAn−1 [OT, Sect. 1.2]. By restricting this
decomposition to the unit sphereSn−2 inside the hyperplane

∑
i ui = 0, one obtains

a simplicial decomposition1n of this sphere commonly known as theCoxeter
complexfor TypeAn−1.

A typical face in1n is the intersection of the sphere with the cone defined by a
sequence of equalities and inequalities relating all the variablesu1, . . . , un, such as
u2 = u5 = u7 > u4 = u10 > u6 > u1 = u3 = u8 > u9, for n = 10. Identify this
face of1n with thek-basis vector[x2x5x7|x4x10|x6|x1x3x8| x9] in (B ⊗R k)x1···xn .
Observe that the symbols[m1| · · · |mn] which have been set to 0, namely those in
which somemj ∈ I , exactly correspond to the faces of1n which triangulate the
intersectionSn−2 ∩AI . We conclude that

(B⊗R k)x1···xn ∼= C∗(Sn−2,Sn−2 ∩AI ; k),
whereC∗(Sn−2,Sn−2 ∩AI ; k) denotes the augmented relative chain complex with
coefficients ink for the pair(Sn−2,Sn−2 ∩AI ). Therefore

TorRi (k, k)x1···xn ∼= H̃i−2(Sn−2,Sn−2 ∩AI ; k).
On the other hand,̃Hi(Sn−2) = 0 unlessi = n − 2, so the long exact sequence

for the pair, along with Alexander duality gives

TorRi (k, k)x1···xn ∼= H̃i−3(Sn−2 ∩AI ; k),
∼= H̃n−i (Sn−2− (Sn−2 ∩AI ); k).

(2.1)

for i < n. A similar computation shows that

TorRn (k, k)x1···xn ∼= H̃0(Sn−2− (Sn−2 ∩AI ); k)⊕ k,
∼= H0(Sn−2− (Sn−2 ∩AI ); k).

It only remains to observe thatSn−2 − (Sn−2 ∩ AI ) is homotopy equivalent to
MAI

= Rn − AI for the following reason: one can first project perpendicularly
onto the subspace

∑
i ui = 0 in Rn since every subspace inAI contains the kernel

u1 = · · · = un of this projection, and then perform a straight-line homotopyv 7→
(1− t)v+ tv/|v| to project radially onto the unit sphereSn−2.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3 2
The numbers TorS/Ii (k, k) are equal to the ranks of the corresponding free modules
in the minimal free resolution ofk overS/I , and are called theBetti numbersof k.
The multigradedPoincaré seriesof k is

PoinkS/I (t, x) :=
∑

i>0,α∈Nn

dimkTorS/Ii (k, k)αt
ixα,
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where we are abusing notation by using the variablesx = x1, . . . , xn as both
indeterminates inS and as generating function variables in Poink

S/I (t, x).
For a power seriesf in Z[t][[x1, . . . , xn]] and monomialm in the variablest, x

denote by coeffm(f ) the coefficient ofm in f . In this notation, Theorem 1.3 can
be rephrased:

COROLLARY 2.1. LetI be a monomial ideal andAI its canonical arrangement.
ThenPoin(MAI

; k) = tn coeffx1···xn
(
PoinkS/I (t

−1, x)
)
.

Backelin showed in [Ba1] that whenI is a monomial ideal, PoinkS/I (t, x) can
always be written as a rational fraction

PoinkS/I (t, x) =
(1+ tx1) . . . (1+ txn)

KI (t, x)
,

whereKI is a polynomial which we call theI -denominator. Furthermore, he gave
explicit bounds for the maximum degree oft and eachxi in KI , so that in principle
one need only compute a finite number of steps in the minimal free resolution ofk

as anS/I -module to get enough information for computingKI .
It was proven by Serre (see [GL]) that

PoinkS/I (t, x) 6
(1+ tx1) . . . (1+ txn)

1− t2QI(t, x)
, (2.2)

where the above inequality means coefficient-wise comparison of power series, and
whereQI(t, x) is the Poincaré series for thefinite minimal free resolution ofI as
anS-module,

QI(t, x) := PoinIS(t, x) =
∑

i>0,α∈Nn
dimkTorSi (I, k)αt

ixα.

We summarize all the above information in the next corollary of Theorem 1.3.

COROLLARY 2.2. LetI,KI (t, x),QI (t, x),MAI be as above. Fori > 1 we have

dimkHi(MAI
, k) = dimkTorS/In−i (k, k)x1···xn

= coefftn−ix1···xn
(1+ tx1) . . . (1+ txn)

KI (t, x)

6 coefftn−ix1···xn
(1+ tx1) . . . (1+ txn)

1− t2QI(t, x)
.

3. Applications

In this section we demonstrate how to apply Theorem 1.3.
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104 IRENA PEEVA ET AL.

EXAMPLE 3.1. LetA be a hyperplane arrangement of diagonal hyperplanesui =
uj . Then we can choose a monomial idealI generated by quadratic monomials so
thatA = AI . By [Fr], the minimal free resolution ofk overS/I is linear. Hence
TorS/Ii (k, k)x1···xn vanishes fori 6= n. This corresponds to the fact that H∗(MAI

; k)
simply counts the connected components ofMAI

. 2
Among other things, Theorem 1.3 opens up the possibility of calculating H∗(MAI

;
k) by computer (viaGröbner bases). The Betti numbers dimkTorS/Ii (k, k)α can
be computed in the computer algebra package MACAULAY by D. Bayer and
M. Stillman [BS] using a script forNn-homogeneous calculations by A. Reeves.
Alternatively, the computations can be done by MACAULAY 2 [GS]. The minimal
free resolution ofk is infinite, however note that TorRi (k, k)x1···xn vanishes fori > n,
so only the firstn Betti numbers need to be computed.

Next we illustrate how to apply results from commutative algebra in order to
obtain formulas for the cohomology ofMA.

DEFINITION 3.2. A ring is calledGolod if equality holds in Serre’s upper bound
(2.2). It was shown by Golod, cf. [GL], that this happens exactly when certain ho-
mology operations (Massey operations) vanish in the Koszul complex computing
TorS∗(k, S/I ) ∼= TorS∗(S/I, k). Thus, Golodness is encoded in finite data. It can be
used, via Corollary 2.2, to compute dimkHi(MAI

, k).

EXAMPLE 3.3. One class of subspace arrangements which have received a great
deal of attention recently are ther-equal arrangementsAn,r . This arrangement
has been studied extensively in recent years, see [BLY, BWe, Kh, Ko, SWa, SWe]
and see [Bj] for its history. The arrangementAn,r in Rn is the union of all sub-
spacesui1 = · · · = uir defined by settingr coordinates equal. Equivalently, this
is the arrangementAmr associated to therth powermr of the irrelevant ideal
m = (x1, . . . , xn). For any fieldk, we will prove that

dimkHs(r−2)(MAn,r
; k)

= TorS/m
r

n−s(r−2)(k, k)x1···xn

=
∑
(i1,...,is )

sr+∑j ij6n

(
n

r + i1 r + i2 · · · r + is
)∏

j

(
r − 1+ ij
r − 1

)
,

and all other cohomology groups vanish. This formula can also be deduced from
[Bj, second formula in Equation 2.4].

Proof. For r > 2 it was first proved by Golod [GL] and is well known that
R = k[x1, . . . , xn]/mr is a Golod ring. Hence themr-denominator is

1− t2
∑
i>0

dim(TorSi (m
r , k)m) t

im

 .
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COHOMOLOGY OF REAL DIAGONAL SUBSPACE ARRANGEMENTS VIA RESOLUTIONS 105

Here TorSi (m
r , k)m are the Betti numbers of the minimal free resolutionFr of

mr over the polynomial ring. This resolution is also well known, cf. [EK]: the
elements{(m;1 6 i1 < · · · < is) |m is a monomial of degreer, ij ∈ N, is <
(maximal variable dividingm)} denote a basis for the free module in homological
degrees of Fr . The desired formula follows from a simple computation of the Betti
numbers ofFr and applying Theorem 1.3 (cf. also Remark 4.5(2)). 2
Another class of Golod squarefree monomial ideals are the Stanley–Reisner ideals
of the complexes dual to sequentially Cohen–Macaulay complexes, as shown in
[HRW2].

4. Stable Diagonal Arrangements

In this section we compute H∗(MA; k) for what we will call stable diagonal
arrangements, which include allr-equal arrangementsAn,r . We refine these res-
ults to give a description of the representation of the symmetric group6n on
H∗(MAn,r

;C).
A large source of Golod monomial ideals are the stable monomial idealsI ⊂ S.

A monomial idealI is calledstableif it satisfies the following property: ifm is a
monomial inI andxi is the variable of largest indexi dividingm, thenxjm/xi ∈ I
for all 16 j < i . It is enough if this property is satisfied by all minimal generators
of I . Such ideals play an important role in Gröbner bases theory: they appear as
initial ideals in generic coordinates [Ei, Chapt. 15]. The minimal free resolution of
a stable ideal as anS-module was constructed in [EK]. The Golodness property for
stable monomial ideals is established in [AH].

Motivated by this, we define an arrangement of subspacesA to be astable
diagonalarrangement ifA = AI for some stable monomial idealI ⊂ S (the ideal
I will in general not be unique). It is easy to check that this is equivalent to the
following condition onA: all maximal subspaces inA are of the formui1 = · · · =
uir with i1 < · · · < ir , and whenever such a maximal subspace is inA and we have
j < ir andj 6∈ {i1, . . . , ir}, thenui1 = · · · uir−1 = uj is also contained in some
subspace ofA.

To describe the results of [EK] on TorS(I, k) succinctly, we introduce the
terminology of partitions and Young tableaux(see e.g. [Sa]). A partitionλ =
(λ1 > · · · > λr > 0) is a weakly decreasing sequence of nonnegative integersλi.
We say thatλ hasweight|λ| :=∑i λi andlengthl(λ) := r. TheFerrers diagram
for λ is simply a set of boxes in the plane which is left-justified and hasλi boxes
in row i for eachi. Partitions of the form(r,1n−r ) are calledhooksbecause of the
shape of their Ferrers diagrams. A(reverse) column-strict tableauof shapeλ is an
assignment of positive integers to the boxes in the Ferrers diagram forλ so that the
entries weakly decrease from left to right in each row and strictly decrease from
top to bottom in each column. A tableau is calledstandardif it contains each of the
entries 1,2, . . . , n−1, n = |λ| exactly once. Given a tableauT , let xT :=∏n

i=1 x
ei
i
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106 IRENA PEEVA ET AL.

whereei is the number of occurrences of the entryi in T . We will also useskew
Ferrers shapesλ1 ∗ · · · ∗ λt obtained by placing the Ferrers diagrams for each of
theλi in disjoint rows and columns in the plane. Tableaux filling skew shapes are
defined similarly to tableaux of Ferrers shapes.

When dealing with a stable monomial idealI , given a column-strict tableaux
T filling some hook Ferrers shape(r,1s ), we say thatT is I -appropriate if the
valuesi1, . . . , ir occurring in the horizontal row of the hook form the indices of
some monomialxi1 · · · xir which is a minimal generator ofI . Similarly for a stable
diagonal arrangementA, we say thatT is A-appropriate if the valuesi1, . . . , ir
occurring in the horizontal row of the hook are all distinct and form the indices of
some maximal subspaceui1 = · · · = uir in A.

The Betti numbers in the minimal free resolution of a stable ideal were given in
[EK] and we interpret this result as follows:

THEOREM 4.1. For a stable monomial idealI ⊂ S = k[x1, . . . , xn] and any
field k, the Poincaré seriesQI(t, x) for the finite minimal free resolution ofI as
an S-module isQI(t, x) = ∑T xT t l(T )−1, where the sum ranges over all column-
strict tableauxT of hook shapes having entries bounded byn and which areI -
appropriate. Herel(T ) denotes the length of the partition whichT fills.

From Theorem 4.1 and Golodness, we will deduce

THEOREM 4.2. For any stable diagonal arrangementA, we have thatdimkHi

(MA; k) is the number of standard tableaux filling skew shapes of the form1i0 ∗
(r1,1i1) ∗ · · · ∗ (rs,1is ) for which

• the skew shape hasn boxes, i.e.i0+∑s
j=1(rj + ij − 1) = n,

• i0+∑s
j=1 (ij + 2) = n− i,

• every hook shape is filledA-appropriately.

Proof. Let I be any stable monomial ideal whose canonical arrangementAI

is equal toA. Using the fact thatS/I is Golod, along with Corollary 2.1, Defini-
tion 3.2 and Theorem 4.1 one concludes that

PoinkS/I (t, x) =
n∏
j=1

(1+ txj )
1− t2∑T xT t l(T )−1

,

whereT ranges over the set of tableaux described in Theorem 4.1. By Theorem
1.3, dimkHi(MA; k) is the coefficient oftn−ix1 · · · xn on the right-hand side in
this equation. This is exactly counted by the set of tableaux in the corollary: the
entries filling the leftmost (single-column) Ferrers shape correspond to a choice
of a monomial from the numerator, while the fillings of the remaining hook Fer-
rers shapes correspond to a choice of monomials from the denominator after it is
expanded as a geometric series. 2
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Let n = 4 andA = {u1 = u2} ∪ {u1 = u3 = u4}. The
diagonal arrangementA is stable. There are four tableaux satisfying the conditions
in Theorem 4.2 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The tableaux contributing to Hi (MA; k).

These tableaux enumerate the dimensions of Hi(MA; k) therefore H0(MA; k) =
k2, H1(MA; k) = k2 and all other cohomology groups vanish. This is consistent
with the fact thatMA is homotopy equivalent to a disjoint union of two circles.2
This result raises two natural questions:

Questions. Is the intersection lattice of a stable diagonal arrangement shellable?
Can one use this to give a proof of Theorem 4.2 which uses the more standard
approach?

We next study the case of the realr-equal arrangementAn,r , where the above
result can be refined to account for the action of the symmetric group6n. Note that
An,r is a stable diagonal arrangement sinceAn,r = Amr , wherem is the irrelevant
ideal (x1, . . . , xn). Note that the symmetric group6n acting onRn by permuting
coordinates preservesAn,r and, hence, acts on its complementMAn,r

. In [BWe],
recursive formulas are given for the cohomology H∗(MAn,r

) of the complement,
and the authors ask whether one can describe explicitly the representation of6n
on H∗(MAn,r

) in general. Such a description was given in [SWe], based on results
from [SWa] and our next theorem shows how one can apply the present techniques
to recover a different form of this result. First, we need to review some notions
from the representation theory of the symmetric group6n and general linear group
GL(n,C) (see [Sa], [FH]).

The irreducible finite dimensional complex representations of6n are indexed
by partitionsµ of the numbern, and we letSµ denote the irreducible representa-
tion indexed byµ. The irreducible finite dimensional complex representations of
GL(n,C) are also indexed by partitionsµ of any number, and we letVµ denote
the irreducible indexed byµ. Let x be the diagonal matrix in GL(n,C) with ei-
genvalues(x1, . . . , xn), i.e. a typical element of amaximal torusin GL(n,C). One
can decompose a GL(n,C)-representationW into its weight spacesW = ⊕νWν

whereν runs over all vectors inNn, andWν is defined to be thexν = xν1
1 · · · xνnn -

eigenspace for the matrix representingx in the GL(n,C)-action. Ifµ happens to be
a partition ofn, then the(1, . . . ,1)-weight spaceVµ,(1,...,1) of Vµ is invariant under
the subgroup6n ↪→ GL(n,C). Furthermore, this representation ofSn onVµ,(1,...,1)

is isomorphic to the irreducible representationSµ. Given any tuple(µ1, . . . , µt ) of
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108 IRENA PEEVA ET AL.

partitions, the tensor productVµ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vµt is isomorphic to a special case of
what is called askew representationVµ1∗···∗µt of GL(n,C) corresponding to the
skew shapeµ1 ∗ · · · ∗ µt .

Similarly, if the sum of the numbers partitioned by theµi happens to ben, then
restrictingVµ1∗···∗µt to the(1, . . . ,1) weight spaceVµ1∗···∗µt ,(1,...,1) gives a special
case of what is called askew representationSµ1∗···∗µt of 6n. Lastly, we recall that
a finite-dimensional complex (rational) representation of GL(n,C) is completely
determined up to isomorphism by itsformal characterwhich is the polynomial
in x1, . . . , xn obtained by taking the trace of the matrix acting onV which rep-
resentsx. For the skew representationsVD, this character is theSchur function
sD(x1, . . . , xn) which has the formulasD(x1, . . . , xn) = ∑T xT asT ranges over
all column-strict tableauxof shapeD with entries in 1,2, . . . , n, andxT is the
product ofxi as i ranges over the entries ofT . Analogously, the dimension of a
skew representationSD for 6n is the number ofstandard Young tableauxof shape
D, where a column-strict tableaux is standard ifxT = x1 . . . xn

THEOREM 4.4. As6n-representations we have the isomorphisms

TorS/m
r

n−s(r−2)(C,C)x1···xn =
⊕

(i0,i1,...,is )
sr+∑j ij=n

S(1i0)∗(r,1i1)∗···∗(r,1is ),

Hs(r−2)(Mn,r;C) =
⊕

(i0,i1,...,is )
sr+∑j ij=n

S(i0)∗(i1+1,1r−1)∗···∗(is+1,1r−1).

Proof. In this case, Theorem 4.1 can be rephrased asQI(t, x) = ∑n−1
i=0 s(r,1i )

(x)t i , wheres(r,1i )(x) is the Schur function (defined earlier) corresponding to the
shape(r,1i ). Therefore by Corollary 2.1 and Definition 3.2,

PoinkR(t, x) =
∏n
i=0(1+ txi )

1− t2∑n−1
i=0 s(r,1i)(x)t i

=
∑n

j=0 s(1j )(x)t
j

1− t2∑n−1
i=0 s(r,1i)(x)t

i

=
∑
i>0

t i
∑

(i0,i1,...,is )
i0+

∑
p>1(ip+2)=i

s(1i0)(x)s(r,1i1)(x) · · · s(r,1is )(x)

=
∑
i>0

t i
∑

(i0,i1,...,is )
i0+

∑
p(ip+2)=i

s(1i0)∗(r,1i1)∗···∗(r,1is )(x)

independent of the fieldk. If we choosek = C, we can interpret the previous
equation in terms of GL(n,C)-representations. Note that GL(n,C) acts on
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C[x1, . . . , xn] by invertible linear substitutions of the variables, and leavesm and
mr invariant. Therefore GL(n,C) acts onR = C[x1, . . . , xn]/mr , and on
TorR∗ (C,C). Since GL(n,C)-representations are determined by their characters,
we conclude from the last equation above the following isomorphism of GL(n,C)-
representations:

TorRi (C,C) ∼=
⊕

(i0,i1,...,is )
i0+

∑
p>1(ip+2)=i

V(1i0)∗(r,1i1)∗···∗(r,1is ).

Note that by definition, TorRi (C,C)x1···xn is the (1, . . . ,1)-weight space of
TorRi (C,C). Hence we deduce the following isomorphism of6n-representations:

TorRi (C,C)x1···xn ∼=
⊕

(i0,i1,...,is )
i0+

∑
p>1(ip+2)=i,i+s(r−2)=n

V(i0)∗(r,1i1)∗···∗(r,1is ),(1,...,1),

∼=
⊕

(i0,i1,...,is )
sr+∑p>0 ip=n,i+s(r−2)=n

S(1i0)∗(r,1i1)∗···∗(r,1is ).

which is equivalent to the assertion for TorR
∗ (C,C)x1···xn in the theorem. The asser-

tion for H∗(Mn,r ) then follows from the following facts:

• the nondegenerate Alexander duality pairing from Theorem 1.3

TorRi (C,C)x1···xn ⊗ Hn−i (Mn,r;C)→ Hn−2(Sn−2;C)
establishes an isomorphism of6n-representations

Hn−i(Mn,r;C) ∼=
(

TorRi (C,C)x1···xn
)̌
⊗ Hn−2(Sn−2;C)

• wherě denotes thecontragredientor dual of a representation.
• Complex representations of6n are all self-dual.
• Hn−2(Sn−2;C) carries the one-dimensionalsign representation of6n, since

any transposition in6n acts by a reflection inRn−1 and hence acts by−1 on
the fundamental cycle of the sphereSn−2.
• When one tensors a skew representationSD by the sign representation of
6n, one obtains the skew representationSDt corresponding to thetransposed
diagramDt obtained fromD by flipping across the diagonal. 2

Remarks4.5. (1) The description of the6n-action in Theorem 4.4 could also
be deduced from the results of [BWa, SWa, SWe], although this computation is
not carried out in any of these three references. In fact, it is interesting to compare
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Figure 2. The skew representations appearing in Hi (M7,3;C).

Theorem 4.3 with the cased = 1 in [SWe, Thm. 4.4] since one obtains a nontrivial
representation-theoretic identity by setting the two answers equal.

(2) The formula for the dimension of Hn−i (Mn,r;C) in Example 3.3 comes
from the fact that the skew representationSD has dimension equal to the number
of standard Young tableaux of shapeD. ForD = (1i0) ∗ (r,1i1) ∗ · · · ∗ (r,1is ) the
number of such tableaux is easily seen to be(

n

r + i1 r + i2 · · · r + is
)∏

j

(
r − 1+ ij
r − 1

)
.

EXAMPLE 4.6. Letn = 7, r = 3, then we obtain the following formulas:

dimkH
i(M7,3; k) =


1, for i = 0,

351, for i = 1,

350, for i = 2,

0 otherwise.

This coincides with the values given in Table 1 in [BWe], where the compu-
tations are done using recursive relations. Furthermore, we conclude from The-
orem 4.4 that as a representation of67, the vector spaces Hi(M7,3;C) for i =
0,1,2 are isomorphic to the direct sum of representations corresponding to the
skew shapes shown in Figure 2.

5. A Vanishing Theorem for Intersection Lattices

The main result of this section (Theorem 5.2) is a vanishing theorem for the ho-
mology of the intersection lattice associated to any arrangement of subspaces in
a vector space over any field, given a lower bound on the codimension of the
maximal subspaces in the arrangement. The theorem was inspired by a special
case (Corollary 5.1) that follows from a result of Backelin and Eisenbud et al. on
the rate of growth of TorS/I∗ (k, k).
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We begin by reviewing the notion of intersection lattices. For any fieldF, let
A denote an arrangement of subspaces inFn. The intersection latticeLA is the
poset whose elements correspond to all intersections of the subspaces, ordered by
reverseinclusion, with top and bottom elements1̂, 0̂ added on corresponding to
the 0-subspace and the whole spaceFn respectively. Note that this means that in
the case when all of the subspaces inA intersect in some nonzero subspaceV , i.e.
whenA is not essential, thenV already would have been a top element and so
the top element̂1 6= V is anextra element on top ofV in LA. The posetLA is
actually a lattice as its name indicates, with the joinV ∨W of two subspacesV,W
given by their intersectionV ∩W , and meetV ∧W given by the intersection of all
subspaces inA that containV ∪W . Theproper partLA is the subposetLA−{0̂, 1̂}.
Abusing notation, we can think of any poset such asLA as a topological space by
identifying it with the geometric realization of theorder complex1(LA). Here
1(P ) is the simplicial complex having vertices corresponding to the elements of
P and simplices corresponding to the chains (totally ordered subsets) inP .

Next we discuss Backelin’s result. For an idealI in S = k[x1, . . . , xn] which is
homogeneous with respect to the standardNn-grading (deg(xi) = 1), the following
invariant ofR = S/I was introduced by Backelin in [Ba2]:

rate(R) := sup
{ai − 1

i − 1

∣∣∣ i > 2
}
, where ai := max{j |TorTi (k, k)j 6= 0}.

The rate ofR measures the degree complexity of the infinite minimal free resolu-
tion of k overR, and plays a similar role to that played by(Castelnuovo–Mumford)
regularity for finite graded resolutions. IfI is a monomial ideal then Backelin
stated that rate(S/I ) 6 d − 1, whered is the maximal degree of a minimal
generator ofI , cf. [ERT, Prop. 3]. This fact implies a vanishing theorem for the
homology ofLAI

:

COROLLARY 5.1. Let I be a monomial ideal inS andd be the maximal degree
of a minimal generator ofI . LetBI be its canonical arrangement intersected with∑

i ui = 0 in Rn. Then for any fieldk we have

H̃i(LBI
; k) = 0 for i <

n− 1

d − 1
− 2.

The reason for considering the intersection ofAI with
∑

i ui = 0 instead of
AI itself is thatAI is never essential, because the lineu1 = · · · = un is in the
intersection of all its subspaces. This means that the proper part of its intersection
lattice would be a cone and have no homology, so the vanishing property would be
vacuously true.

Proof. By Backelin’s result

TorS/Ii (k, k)j = 0 if j > (d − 1)(i − 1)+ 1,
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where the subscriptj refers to the usualN-grading by total polynomial degree
on S/I and on TorS/I∗ (k, k). Since TorS/Ii (k, k)n contains TorS/Ii (k, k)x1···xn in our
Nn-graded notation, we conclude that

TorS/Ii (k, k)x1···xn = 0 if n > (d − 1)(i − 1)+ 1.

Equation (2.1) from the proof of Theorem 1.3 allows us to rewrite this as

H̃i−3(Sn−2 ∩BI ; k) = 0 if n > (d − 1)(i − 1)+ 1,

H̃i(Sn−2 ∩BI ; k) = 0 if i <
n− 1

d − 1
− 2.

On the other hand, Corollary 2.5 of [ZZ] shows thatH̃i(LBI
; k) is a direct summand

in H̃i(Sn−2 ∩BI ; k), so the theorem follows. 2
Inspired by Corollary 5.1, the next result generalizes it.

THEOREM 5.2. LetF be any field,A an arrangement of linear subspaces inFm,
and assume every maximal subspace inA has codimension at mostc. Then

H̃i(LA;Z) = 0 for i <
m

c
− 2.

Proof. We can first reduce to the case whereLA is anatomic lattice, meaning
that every element ofL is the join of the elements below it which cover0̂, or
equivalently, every subspace inA is the intersection of the maximal subspaces
in A containing it. To achieve this reduction, consider theclosure relationon L
defined by sending any subspace inL to the join of the elements covering0̂ which
lie below it. The closed setsL′ ⊆ L form a sublattice, and it is well known that
the inclusion of the proper partsL′ ↪→ L is a homotopy equivalence (see [BWa,
Lem. 7.6]).

So assume thatLA is atomic, and letH be a maximal subspace inA, i.e. an atom
of LA. Our method is essentially adeletion-contractioninduction on the number of
subspaces inA, in which we apply Mayer–Vietoris to the following decomposition
L = X ∪ Y : L = (L− {H }) ∪ (L)>H , where(L)>H denotes the subposet of ele-
ments inL which lie weakly aboveH . Note that

(
L− {H }) ∩ (L)>H = (L)>H ∼=

LA|H , whereLA|H is the proper part of the intersection lattice for the arrangement
of subspacesA|H := {V ∩ H : V ∈ A}, sitting inside the ambient spaceH .
Also, we can define a closure relation onL − {H } which sends a subspace to the
intersection of all subspaces ofA other thanH which contain it. Then the inclusion
of the closed setsLA−{H } ↪→ LA − {H } induces a homotopy equivalence, where
LA−{H } is the proper part of the intersection lattice for the arrangementA − {H }.
We conclude that part of the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence looks like this:

H̃i(LA−{H };Z)⊕ H̃i((L)>H ;Z)→ H̃i(LA;Z)→ H̃i−1(LA|H ;Z).
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Since the poset(L)>H has a bottom elementH , it is topologically a cone, and
hence has no (reduced) homology. We can apply induction toA−{H } to conclude
that H̃i(LA−{H };Z) vanishes fori < (m/c) − 2. The codimensions (withinH ) of
all the subspacesV ∩H are again bounded byc since

dimFH + dimFV 6 dimFV ∨H + dimFV ∧H
dimFH − dimFV ∨H 6 dimFV ∧H − dimFV

dimFH − dimFV ∩H 6 m− dimFV

dimFH − dimFV ∩H 6 c.
Thus, we can also apply induction toA|H . Note that since dimFH > m − c,
induction says that̃Hi−1(LA|H ;Z) will vanish for i − 1 < (m − c/c) − 2, that is
for i < (m/c) − 2. Thus the termH̃i(LA;Z) in the exact sequence is surrounded
by terms, which vanish fori < (m/c)− 2, and the result follows. 2
REMARKS 5.3

(1) To see that the vanishing theorem is sharp for everyc, take arrangements of
a maximal number of subspaces of codimensionc which are pairwise ortho-
gonal.

(2) The case of the theorem wherec = 1 follows from a well-known result of
Folkman [Fo] since in this instanceLA is known to be ageometric lattice.

(3) Using the formulas of Ziegler–Živaljević [ZZ] and Goresky–MacPherson [ZZ,
Corol. 2.5] which express the homology ofRm −A andSm−1 ∩A in terms of
the homology of the lower intervals in the intersection latticeLA, one obtains
other new and interesting vanishing theorems.

(4) It is known that every finite latticeL is isomorphic toLA for someA, so one
can think of the theorem as anembedding criterion– it gives a lower bound
for the codimension of the subspaces one will need to use inA. The bound is
based on the homology ofL and the dimension of the ambient space. 2

Abstracting the essential features from the proof of Theorem 5.2 we obtain the
following more general result:

THEOREM 5.4. Let L be a finite lattice with a functionr:L → N which is
semimodularr(x)+r(y) 6 r(x∨y)+r(x∧y), and order-preserving, withr(0̂) =
0, r(1̂) = m and r(x) 6 c for all atomsx in L. ThenH̃i(L;Z) = 0 for i <

(m/c)− 2.
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